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Join us this Thursday for a celebration of
European Musical Heritage

CUMEDIAE aisbl is pleased to invite you to a chamber music concert, on the
21st of June, featuring six musicians from across Europe “Les Filles” as a
contribution to the European Year of Cultural Heritage. The concert will be held
at the Atelier Marcel Hastir, located in the heart of Brussels, at 19:00.
"Les Filles", a young female musicians sextet from Russia, Spain, France,
Belgium and Sweden, all playing string instruments, will be performing a
repertoire that ranges from Tchaikovsky to Joaquín Turina.
The concert will commemorate the International Day of Music, and it will be a
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You can register here!

CUMEDIAE supports InterArts at the European
Development Days 2018

We are proud to announce that CUMEDIAE aisbl supported Interarts in the
organisation and coordination of different activities at the 2018 edition of
the European Development Days (EDDs) hold on the 5 & 6 of June in
Brussels.
At the EDD18 Interarts showcased the role that culture plays in making
women and girls fully active citizens in society in line with Goal 5 of the
2030 SDGs, which aims to achieve gender equality and empower all women
and girls.
CUMEDIAE team is delighted to have participated in this initiative as we
underline the importance of culture as a driver for sustainable
development.

"There can be no sustainable development if half of
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participation and leadership of women and girls in all
spheres of life – both in Europe and in the world."
Jean-Claude Juncker, June 5, 2018

Culture Agora is now available in Arabic and
Italian

CUMEDIAE is honoured to announce that Culture Agora launches the site’s
newest expansion in Arabic and Italian. The easy-to-use wiki platform, which
is probably the largest multilingual, free-access space dedicated to
cultural and creative organisations and practitioners has been upgraded to
facilitate user’s navigation through contents in 7 different languages: English,
French, Spanish, Netherlands, German and now, Italian and Arabic.
The expansion, made possible by Brussels Invest-Export, enlarges Culture
Agora's usability and accessibility, continuing to support collaborations in
the arts and to increase the visibility of cultural organizations in Europe and
beyond, creating greater overall connectivity.
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On June 8, our Communications and Projects interns, Lorenzo Fiore and
Lorenzo Barteselli, represented CUMEDIAE aisbl at the the Tech Summit
2018 edition at BluePoint Brussels. The Summit has a unique opportunity to
connect with fellow digital enthusiasts working at the most creative and vibrant
edge of European tech.
Among the many talks and performances our team attended sessions about
Responsible Business in Today’s Digital World, Digital Artistry,
Sustainable Data Driven Business Models, An inclusive future of work,
Better tech through diversity (Here She Is!).

SouthMed WiA Second Call updates
CUMEDIAE aisbl continues to highlight developments in the ongoing
project aimed at empowering women in audiovisual in the Southern
Mediterranean region SMEDWiA. This week we invite you to have a look at
one of the four selected projects receiving grants under the second call for
proposals: New Audiovisual Society, for women…by women. In upcoming
newsletters we will introduce other sub-grantees. To stay updated, follow
SouthMed WiA website.
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